How to train
with EQUIFit
Switch on
To switch on, the button at the lower
end of the left ear is pressed. The LEDs
flash alternately red and green, then
permanently green.

Put on the right way round (R/L)

Audio guide/voice prompt
Each exercise is first explained by
simple voice prompts. Perform them
as described.

Start/beginning the exercises
EQUIFit now adjusts to your posture.
Stand quietly, upright and look
straight ahead. As soon as EQUIFit
has adjusted to you (determined zero
posture), you will hear 2 low and
1 longer high tone.

Biofeedback signal during the exercise
Try to hold the determined zero posture.
In the event of deviations to the left or
to the right, you will hear a water splash
from the direction in which you move
away from the zero position. The further
you tilt in direction, the louder the biofeedback becomes. Move away from the
noise to return to the starting posture.

To prevent a fall, you will hear
a warning tone if you lean too far in
one direction. When you hear this
tone, immediately return to the
starting position.

Exercise duration
Each exercise lasts 30 seconds.
In total, the training should not exceed
approx. 10 minutes. Therefore,
an exercise cycle can be repeated
up to 3 times a day.
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Basic
During the movements, always tilt the upper body
and head as a unit in one line. Do not move the head
independently of the torso.
Exercise only when you can safely assume the basic position of “standing with eyes
open“ without any aids. In order to reduce the risk of falling, use only with the aid of a
suitable support device (firm hold on handle or table).
Exercise 1

Standing upright with eyes open
This is the simplest exercise. Stand in a relaxed position,
just let your arms hang down by the sides of your body.
Keep your head straight and breathe calmly.
Exercise 2

Standing upright with eyes closed
Due to the lack of visual impressions, many users already
experience stronger swaying movements. Please be sure to
follow the safety instructions! If you are standing relaxed,
simply let your arms hang down by the sides of your body.
Keep your head straight and breathe calmly.
Exercise 3

Walking on the spot with eyes open
Take turns lifting your legs slowly off the floor.
The higher, the more difficult. Ideally, the thigh should form a
right angle with your upper body (90°). To master this exercise
successfully, it is important that you perform the steps calmly
and fluently. You should not march on the spot in a swinging manner.
Take your time, the number of steps does not matter for success.
Stand relaxed, keep your head straight and breathe calmly.
Just let your arms hang down at the sides of your body.
Exercise 4

Walking on the spot with closed eyes
Due to the lack of visual impressions, many users already
experience stronger swaying movements. Please observe the
safety instructions! Please note the instructions from exercise 3.
With calm, flowing movements you will also master
this exercise in some time.
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Observe operating
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